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Programma di studi:  
 
- Arco ; Focus on sound enhancing and improving intonation with different 

exercises using half tones, fifths and alternate fingerings.  
- Work on articulation following Bille exercises and different classical      

pieces.     

- Scales : 2 octaves major scale modes, minors, symmetrical diminished , 
whole tone using different fingerings and bowings. 

- Arpeggios 2 octaves four part chords in all inversions . 
- Arpeggios 2 octaves using tensions above.    
- Pizz ; work on different approaches regarding sound , articulation and    

dynamics, finding your personal view . 
- Bass lines; developing lines using different approach techniques and 

creating tension and release with both harmonic and rhythmic concepts .  
- Work on broken time feel , swing feel , time signatures , etc.  
- Improvisation with tradicional concepts , motive development , etc. 
 
Programma d’esame:  
 
-Bebop tune , play the melody and improvise with arco .  
-AABA tune , focus on different comping approaches and improvisation  . 
-Scales and Arpeggios . 
-Prepared traditional piece. 
-Transcription, memorized performance with recording .   

 
Test di Idoneità: N/A 
 
Testi di riferimento: Bille-nuovo metodo , School of Agility ( Eugene 
Levinson ) , Modern Walking Bass Technique ( Mike Richmond ) , How To 
improvise ( Hal Crook ) .  
 
 
Repertorio generale: This will be filled in by the segreteria 



 
Repertorio aggiunto dall’insegnante:  
If you want to add 5 pieces of repertoire you’d like to have the student 
study - optional 
1-Celia ( or another Bebop Tune to play the melody )  
2-In your own sweet way ( or another Standard to focus on comping and 
soloing ) 
3-Misterioso ( played in different metrics and grooves )  
4-Groovin’ high ( focus on stamina for fast playing ) 

5-Sonata ( Henry Eccles ) or another classical piece to work on.  


